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How to install a Safemage extension (Marketplace)

The Marketplace version of the extension can be installed via CLI. For 

complete guide, please navigate to https://devdocs.magento.com/extensions/

install/.

As the extension’s Composer name, please use the following:

safemage/cspmanager

https://devdocs.magento.com/extensions/install/
https://devdocs.magento.com/extensions/install/


How to install a Safemage extension

To install the extension, please follow the steps below:

1. Extract the contents of the downloaded package

2. Upload the contents of the 'extension' folder to the root folder of Magento 2

3. Connect to the server via SSH and navigate to the folder with Magento 2

4. Extecute the commands below one by one:

    • php bin/magento setup:upgrade

    • php bin/magento setup:di:compile

    • php bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy (if production mode is on)

5. Enjoy the show!



The configuration settings are pretty 
much self-explanatory. For more info, 
please read ☞CSP documentation.

STORES>Configuration>SAFEMAGE: CSP Manager

https://devdocs.magento.com/guides/v2.4/extension-dev-guide/security/content-security-policies.html


The grid lists all detected and reported  
policies requested by Magento and 
3rd-party modules.

SYSTEM>Tools>Content Security Policies



Use mass actions to quickly swap 
statuses or delete records (note that 
system CSP’s can only be disabled).

SYSTEM>Tools>Content Security Policies



We strongly suggest that you get 
familiar with the ☞documentation on 
CSP provided by Magento.

Make sure to flush cache after making 
changes to policies.

SYSTEM>Tools>Content Security Policies>CSP Edit Page

https://devdocs.magento.com/guides/v2.4/extension-dev-guide/security/content-security-policies.html#configure-csps-for-your-custom-codeextensiontheme


Explanation of the policy settings
DESCRIPTION

The default policy.

Defines which URLs can appear in a page’s <base> element.

Defines the sources for workers and embedded frame contents.

Defines the sources that can be loaded using script interfaces.

Defines which sources can serve fonts.

Defines valid endpoints for submission from <form> tags.

Defines the sources that can embed the current page.

Defines the sources for elements such as <frame> and <iframe>.

Defines the sources from which images can be loaded.

Defines the allowable contents of web app manifests.

Defines the sources from which images can be loaded.

Defines the sources for the <object>, <embed>, and <applet> elements.

Defines the sources for JavaScript <script> elements.

Defines the sources for stylesheets.

GROUP

default-src

base-uri

child-src

connect-src

font-src

form-action

frame-ancestors

frame-src

img-src

manifest-src

media-src

object-src

script-src

style-src



SCOPE

Policies can be configured for Admin, Storefront, and Global areas separately to 

accommodate different use cases.

CODE

Could be represented by any unique value. As a rule, a domain name is used to easily 

distinguish different policies. Generated automatically if empty.

TYPE

Eiether Host (e.g., https://devdocs.magento.com) or Hash (e.g., 

B4yPHKaXnvFWtRChIbabYmUBFZdVfKKXHbWtWidDVF8).

VALUE

Source host, e.g., m.youtube.com, *.example.com, etc. This is the source domain from 

which resources were requested.

SOURCE

The page URL the given policy was requested from. The info entered here is for 

informational purposes for admins.

Explanation of the policy settings



USER AGENT
The browser the given policy was reported by. Whenever users browse your website, 

their browsers automatically report any CSP violations not discovered earlier and not 

present in the policies grid.

STATUS
Either Disabled, Enabled, or Pending. The latter is automatically assigned to newly 

discovered policies (depends on the configuration settings).

Explanation of the policy settings



The given policy means any image 
resources from host www.nasa.gov are 
not specifically whitelisted (pending) 
and will be automatically blocked in 
restrict mode if found.

SYSTEM>Tools>Content Security Policies>CSP Edit Page



This is a simple example of how a 
blocked resource appears on the 
storefront when CSP mode is restrict.



Here is another example. This time the 
resource in question has been 
whitelisted. The console’s clear.
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Should you have any questions, visit SafeMage or send us 
email at info@safemage.com.
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